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TRANSFORMING INDIA …  the vedic way 

Indeed good signs indicate that the modern* governance is keen towards 

Transforming our country & restore its past glory in regard to human skill 

& outstanding performance within every stream of life pertaining to 

human-capability. A simple approach is made here to help understand 

how such esteemed objectives could be achieved to rescue humankind out 

of the grips of various adversities & adversaries. To avail advantages out 

of such propositions; the synthesis of human life-design in relative to our 

astronomic surroundings made purposefully by the Creator must be clear. 

* the 'modern' word herein does not necessarily mean good only, this word only relates 

to the current times i.e. refers to our today's world — which is a result of our collective 

consciousness i.e. today’s effect of ongoing various  presentations made by the masses. 

Ancient science can be well explored with the present system of education 

in India where English stands to be well versed amongst the masses 

today. Rather, the appliance most needed to be deployed is that which 

can find a means to extract the " Wonder formulae " out of Nature which 

resides deep within ancient Vedic-science. This could ONLY be made 

possible by: promoting & supporting the values & importance of Truth & 

Righteousness — adaptation of this by itself will deliver the requisite 

Wonder by graduating people to higher planes of  human consciousness: 

1) To understand the finer structure of Truth and avail its intricate 

applications by virtue of its various constituents, one must first 

carefully learn to understand the Spirit/energy flowing in and around 

us. Its power could then be deployed to discover newer dimensions for 

suitable applications and global sustenance, as a need today. For this 

purpose; the Vedas, Upanishads and other such scriptures are already 

available in our modern languages i.e. English/Hindi which are good 

enough as confirmatory reference to grasp the complexed functions of 

spiritual science ( wisdom of  spirit ), which abandoned us long back.  
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2) Secondly, to bring the wisdom of spiritual science effectively into 

purposeful applications beneficial to usher civilization on to the next 

higher arena one must be well familiar with the basics of human 

philosophy — the indispensable wisdom presented in Gita is the most 

suitable guide for this purpose i.e. how to live & perform our duties in 

this world, purpose of life and how to break away from the bondages of 

worldly attachments. Only thereafter one can ascend to higher realms 

of Nature to avail needed wonders. The valuable scriptures have 

nothing to do with any religion, caste, creed, faith but meant for use as 

Referral to understand this science better and also to proceed onward.  

3) Wisdom of scriptures remain limited unless the same is well understood 

& practiced in life whilst working amongst the mainstream of an active 

society i.e. the complete being of a person has to become that wisdom.  

The global citizenry is now seeking a major change that could be good 

enough to help break-away from the monotony of present impasse 

containing misery created due to stagnated consciousness of our presently 

acquired human-capability. Even if a few thousands could reach the moon, 

mars or any of the surrounding celestial objects with our present 

technology what good is it?  It will yet take you millions of years to 

develop the same and make it habitable? Our astro scientific capability has 

revealed the presence of many billions of more 

galaxies other than ours within this huge cosmos 

(universe/ nature's-totality/Brahmaan) but 

unfortunately we remain handicapped due to our 

limited intelligence & competence which prevents us reaching the closest 

suitable galaxy /other-planets due to the factor ' X ' i.e. the distance of 

the same from us. This factor X is not just space of emptiness but it 

contains a stuff called " matter of dark energy” which was purposefully 

created by the creator of this colossal cosmos. If we can remove this 

separating dark energy stratum between us & our distant neighbours, the 

distance X can be reduced. One way to accomplish the same is to deploy 
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the " black-hole " technique to do the needful. Global scientists/ physicists 

have observed galaxies travel towards each other and merge by the 

immense power of the Black-hole machine which amounts to simple logic 

that distance X could be reduced similarly for our suitable applications.  

But, our conventional science has no answer for this — it has been 

incapable to bring rains in drought affected area or to stop raining where 

there is likelihood of flooding then how can such scientific outlook even 

think of deploying a more complicated spiritual application towards more 

gigantic tasks in order to bring in that needed change to set in wonders?  

Indeed, with the present rate of our human performance as acquired by 

virtue of conventional science; every task will also get achieved but after 

billions of years’ toil. A wiser approach today using Spiritual science can 

lead us to its source i.e. the Creator/ God who can help achieve our 

needed objective much easily & earlier. The result would be wondrous as 

we will gain early access to suitable neighbours with whom we can share 

much, in every respect, and; also rejoice entering into an altogether new 

phenomena thereby establishing onto higher regions of Nature’s playstore 

and obtain accelerated progress to benefit every resident upon this planet. 

The various scriptures in our world mainly contain wisdom which is good 

enough to earn one salvation — this was the correct practice long back by 

virtue of which the enlightened ones could bid the world good bye and 

merge back into the entity. Sri Aurobindo refers this practice as an escape 

route and rather prefers another way which could instead place the planet 

onto a Transformation mode and achieve the needed tools to transform 

the entire outlook and every life on Earth. Much more can be enjoyed by 

understanding the hidden beauty of Nature's creation. This achievement is 

possible by virtue of getting better grips with the finer wisdom hidden 

within the core of spiritualty. This can also neutralize the impending 

threat, otherwise we must be prepared to face extinction; or perhaps take 

it as the way of Nature. But, instead of surrendering before such 

haplessness why not we explore this suggested newer approach which is 
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easy & free of cost, and could experience the difference. Another way 

possible to achieve the same is indicated in Bulletin no. 8 of the Service 

section, which is a simpler way to avail Divine energy influx. This needs 

execution of the knowledge & capability which is already available within 

the established domains of our today’s human capability and easy reach.? 

 

Misconceptions about Sanskrit in today’s world 

There is a belief amongst some sections of the Indian society especially 

the orthodox system, that our ancient language Sanskrit contains the key 

or perhaps it could crack some hidden code within ancient science by 

which the release of Divine Energy could be made possible to create a new 

wonderland upon our country and accelerate India onto a rapid progress :  

1. Our Vedic Sanskrit of much before 6000 yrs. back was just a language 

of correspondence at that time which got phased out long back and 

was later replaced by conventional Sanskrit which also dimmed out 

with time. This change is a part of nature's evolutionary process which 

must be well understood and accepted. Today the system in  India is 

better versed with Hindi & English(mainly) for the purpose of learning, 

writing, education — as a common, easy, reliable and convenient mode 

of correspondence / media in schools, colleges,  offices, IT sectors  etc. 

2. Indeed, there is a great amount of latent potential available in ancient 

science but that does not mean that one need to learn or thrust 

Sanskrit upon the citizens to tap or decipher valuable credentials amid 

that lost science. Every bit of information, knowledge & wisdom 

pertaining to that science is easily available today in English format, 

also. In fact such related precious wisdom needs no language at all to 

grasp its essence as it can also be achieved by direct perception & 

proper application of the human-mind by sincerely engaging the same 

in higher pursuit with reasonable amount of determination & strong Will 
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3. Reason why English needs to remain adopted as of its present stand 

today in our system of education & society is because India is chosen 

to enlighten the entire world; for this purpose English is commonly 

accepted and is most suitable for global prospects, as of now. If you 

impose Hindi upon the Indians then India too will become bound to 

remain enclosed within its limitations, like some countries. India needs 

to expand, permeate beyond every boundary & limitations in regard to 

dissemination of skill & wisdom globally — with acquirable widespread 

applications, in interest of humanity & every life upon our weary 

planet. Nature has made us evolve today, this far, using English as a 

common language with a purpose and one must respectfully embrace 

the same unless one can develop another such language that could be 

simpler for global civilization to adapt. Any amount of digging at 

Sanskrit will not yield better result other than its basic academic value. 

BASICS of Spirit 

Whenever a professional works hard deeply engrossed to excel in one’s 

respective field of action; the spirit flowing through her/him must also be 

carefully monitored, recognized & respected. There need be a total 

harmony between the Spirit and the Body for it does happen at times that 

a person gets extremely engaged with work and completely forgets the 

quality of vital /spirit flowing thru her/ him. During intense work, at a 

stage, the vital exhausts and soon the Spirit quietly withdraws itself 

leaving the individual prone/ vulnerable to psychic attacks. One need have 

complete knowledge about working of the spirit within. More about this 

could be obtained from Human Spiritual science [H-Ss] at 

www.divinekripa.in  An imbalance between such functions could result 

undesirable consequences which could perhaps be a reason to what 

happened to Professor Stephen Hawkins. God the Creator has made the 

human system design & function like this where one need have a 

reasonably good knowledge & coordination between body, mind, vital, 

spirit etc.  The spirit feeds the body both from within and external 

http://www.divinekripa.in/
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sources; its characteristics /functions in regard to its work, assimilations & 

control is very important to soar into regions of higher platforms of human 

Consciousness in order to avail its embedded merits, in every respect. 

 

Alike the two parallel rail-tracks, as a train, one must also remain aware 

at work about the body+vital function alongwith needed coordination of 

the common-spirit to ensure perfect synchronization and prevent any 

malfunction. Yes, all these do function unconsciously most of the time but 

the problem starts when there is an imbalance & too late to correct it. The 

net result is that the body alone falls/weakens/paralysis/illness occurs 

with its nasty pangs. That is why it is very much emphasized that the art 

of engaging the spirit more within our lives needs study of the Science 

of Spirituality; but, how & when to perform — needs the Gita philosophy.  

The more one knows about this forgotten science the better would be 

one’s performance in every aspect of life. The human body/vital function 

is limited whereas the Common-Spirit flowing in and around us could be 

made available unlimited by virtue of one's attained wisdom & allied 

practical-capability (consciousness). Spiritually one can become as huge & 

powerful as the entire cosmos itself (Aham brahmasmi ) but please be 

careful of this aspect as a lot of work is required before such objective 

could be ventured, instead become an instrument of the Creator and work 

along with nature, for Nature and by the will of nature — to achieve 

everything feasibly required for global welfare and needed public interest. 


